yorkshire
Headingley’s 17th green

be the best opening hole in Leeds.
You drive to the top of the hill
before an approach all the way
down it and over a stream.
The 9th is a beauty with the
approach also playing over a
stream, before the testing par-3
10th. The par-3 13th is then like
nothing you’ll find anywhere else,
essentially playing up a mountain
to a well-guarded green.
The 17th is another fantastic
short hole and comes before the
unique 18th, where you drive
downhill and over shrubbery and
climb your way back up a steep
hill to the final green.
Headingley is a brilliant, historic
and welcoming club that offers
great value for money.

Moortown’s 9th
green with the
famous par-3
10th behind

Ryder Cup. The event came here in
1949, when Ben Hogan’s USA beat
Charles Whitcombe’s Great Britain
7-5. As well as the Ryder Cup, the
club has also staged the Walker
Cup, the Curtis Cup and the
Amateur Championship.
One of the greatest
performances at Ganton came
from Sir Michael Bonallack, widely
regarded as Britain’s greatest ever
amateur, who beat David Kelley
12&11 in the 36-hole final of the 1968
English Amateur Championship. He
shot 61 in the morning and 89 for
the 25 completed holes.
The course is a heathland/links
hybrid with incredible views
across the Vale of Pickering. It’s
lined with gorse, which decorates
the course in a gorgeous yellow
colour in the early summer
months. It really is unique, with
glorious views, heathland-esque
holes and gorse-lined ones with
links characteristics.
It may sound like a strange mix,
but couple that with eye-catching
bunkering and perfect firm-andfast playing conditions and you’ve
got a whirlwind ride that is
seriously enjoyable.

Ganton is a very testing course
and the depth of its bunkers can
only be rivalled by Woodhall Spa…
you could literally fit a London bus
in the one just short of the
16th fairway.
The 16th is one of the best holes
on the course, playing 450 yards
and lined with pine trees down the
right. It’s a delight to play but
testing when the wind gets up,
especially when you consider that
almost every hole plays in a
completely different direction to
the previous one.
It’s hard to pick out highlights
due to the overall strength of the
course, which has been worked on
by the likes of Harry Colt, James
Braid, JH Taylor and MacKenzie
through the years.
But the par-4 4th is great fun,
as it plays over a shallow ravine to
a raised green. The first short hole
at 5 is then a beauty playing over
a sea of gorse. The 10th is another
delightful one-shotter, while the
long and testing par-3 17th plays
out and over the entrance road
before the dogleg-left 18th sees
you play back over it.
Ganton is the highest-placed
Yorkshire course in our UK and
Ireland rankings at number 28. It
really is unique, with its heathland
and links characteristics coupled
with excellent views of the
Yorkshire countryside. If you’re
planning a golf break in the UK,
Yorkshire’s Top 100 trio at
Alwoodley, Moortown and Ganton
simply cannot be missed.
l Play at Moortown and Alwoodley,
with one night at the Weetwood
Hotel, for £189 (Sun/Mon only).
The 18th green
at Ganton

one of the uk’s best

For even more history and topquality championship golf, we
headed an hour or so east via York
to Ganton, which is undoubtedly
one of the UK’s greatest clubs.
Formed in 1891, it had six-time
Open Champion Harry Vardon as
professional from 1896 to 1903.
It is perhaps the most historic
non-seaside course on our shores
and, like Moortown, has hosted the
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